Tissue impedance and temperature measurements in relation to necrosis in experimental cryosurgery.
Tissue temperature and impedance were measured in dog skin during freezing in situ. The previously frozen skin was removed by punch biopsies 3 days later to permit microscopic evaluation of the extent of necrosis. The histologic observations were related to the temperature and impedance measurements in an effort to determine the usefulness of the monitoring techniques in clinical cryosurgery. Tissue temperature and impedance have a definite relationship in tissue freezing, but the range of temperatures about any impedance values causes some concern. The tissue biopsies showed that an impedance value of at least 10 Mohms is not always associated with tissue death. In these experiments, there was the usual range of temperatures in relation to tissue death, but tissue temperatures of -30 degrees C and colder were always associated with complete necrosis. It is concluded that tissue temperatures are the more accurate and useful monitoring technique to supplement clinical judgment. However, impedance techniques may also be used to monitor therapy, especially if used primarily to monitor depth of therapy, and if controlled by clinical judgment wary of the inaccuracy of the technique.